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WORDS FROM THE PRESIDENT 

Good day Roadrunners. I’d like to first thank everyone for the fantastic showing at the 

Spring Rally and the AOC rally in Tucson.  Having Roadrunners make up half the total 

attendance was impressive. We picked up several of the new undecided members during 

the rally thanks to you guys talking to them and inviting them into our functions and 

conversations, and we picked up several members from other chapters to, to include one 

President of a chapter. Great job everyone. 

 Due to my involvement in the AOC rally, I didn’t get to spend as much time with 

Roadrunners that I would have liked to do, but the talk sessions and seminars I did 

attend were informative as always.  Thanks to Dale for putting together the workshop on 

the Genturi class.  I have all my parts and will be putting it together this summer in prep 

for the balloon festival in the fall.  And thanks to Barb for the craft and sewing classes.  I 

want to thank everyone that volunteered (or whose arm was twisted by Susan) for the 

morning coffee, the Pet Parade, and table decorating, and other activities I have failed to 

list.  The Roadrunners made a good showing in the volunteering department and 

without you the events would not have gone off nearly as smooth as they did. 

mailto:rvtreking@gmail.com
mailto:jim.godfrey@comcast.net
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 Chris and I are working to two surveys that will be sent out shortly.  One is regarding 

the attendance of former Alfa owners attending the AOC National Rally in some other 

brand RV. The second survey will be soliciting information on why you didn’t come to 

the rally, and if you came, what you liked, and what we could do to make it better. Chris 

and I will have those surveys out in late May or early June, so please look for them and 

respond.  It is your club and we as officers want to make sure we are planning and doing 

the things you want us to do. 

Becky and I are looking forward the summer.  We do not have any long trips planned at 

the moment except the balloon festival in October.  We are going to focus on family and 

the yard and getting some minor things done on the coach.  For all of you that are on the 

move, please travel safe and stay in touch.  If you come though Colorado, we would love 

to hear from you and maybe meet up with you.   

Travel Safe, 

Jim Godfrey, President, Roadrunners Chapter, Alfa Owners Club  

 
VICE PRESIDENT 
 
First, a big thank you goes out to all the attendees of the Roadrunner Spring Rally and 

the AOC Rally.  Without the attendees, there would be no rallies.  We felt the Spring 

Rally was a success, with a mixture of technical talks and plenty of time to share 

knowledge and fix many things on our coaches.  In the near future we will be sending a 

survey out to everybody to get your feedback on the rally.  Please take a minute to 

complete the survey and let us know what you liked or disliked.  We (Barb and I) will be 

sharing the wagon master duties with the Godfreys again next year for our Spring Rally 

in Hemet, CA. 

You will be receiving a second survey soon also.  This one will be a simple one question 

survey regarding allowing non-Alfa owners to attend the AOC rally.  A document giving 

the background on this question can be read at http://alfaroadrunners.net/special-

notice/.   Please take a few minutes to read this so that you can make an informed 

decision when you receive the survey ballot. 

As summer approaches, we look forward to spending the bulk of our summer in Utah 

and Colorado.  We hope everybody has a safe and enjoyable summer. 

Chris Mooney, Vice President, Alfa Roadrunners 

Secretary Message  

First of all, I would like to thank everyone who attended the Roadrunner Spring Rally 

and the AOC Rally in Tucson.  Also, thanks to those who volunteered to help with 

various things the entire week.  We couldn’t have done it without you.   

http://alfaroadrunners.net/special-notice/
http://alfaroadrunners.net/special-notice/
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During those rallies we had our 2 annual meetings and the minutes of those meetings 

have been published to the website here http://alfaroadrunners.net/meeting-minutes/ .  

Our sheriff Mike Lynch did an outstanding job this year and the $200 raised was much 

appreciated by the Pima Council on Aging.  The officers have graciously volunteered to 

serve another year.   Planning has already commenced for the 2018 rallies.   

Finally, I hope you all have a wonderful summer filled with great adventures.  Check the 

website often for updates on special events being held throughout the year.  

Barbara Leachman 

Secretary, Alfa Roadrunners 

Barb@moonsail.com 
 

From the Treasurer 

Hope everyone is enjoying their travels/ journeys, meeting up with new and old friends, 

and having a fabulous spring full of new adventures.  Jim and I already miss each one of 

you that we had an opportunity to engage with at the Alfa Roadrunner/AOC Rallies. Our 

current Roadrunner membership sits at 136 Rigs. We currently have 25 Rigs that have 

fallen from grace for not having paid their $10 yearly dues. I have reached out to each of 

them, twice now. If I hear from them, of course, they will be placed back onto the 

Roadrunner roster. 

Following is the current balances in the Alfa Roadrunner Account:  Savings account 

balance is $5,554. 86 and Checking account balance as of May 15th is $1476.83. 

We are taking things somewhat slow and quiet throughout the spring and summer at the 

Godfrey household.  We have decided to dedicate most 2017 to spending time with 

family – and of course some house and yard work.  Oh, and almost forgot, on May 18th, 

we head to Virginia for Jim’s 50th High School Reunion. Should prove to be interesting. 

Darn age creeps up on us so quickly.  

 Safe travels! 

 Becky Godfrey, Treasurer 

 

TECH TALK  

From Denise Gray 

Since we bought the coach, I have complained about how far I had to sit when driving 

the Alfa. I was sitting on a pillow with a back support to push me forward and I still had 

my arms stretched out. It was very uncomfortable. Dale Prichard had moved his driver’s 

seat forward in his 2003 rig (which Freightliner said could not be done!), so he came 

over and moved our seat forward about 5 inches. This was more than enough to make 

http://alfaroadrunners.net/meeting-minutes/
mailto:Barb@moonsail.com
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driving more comfortable for me. He did this by removing the top of the seat from the 

pedestal, measuring, and then drilling 1 new hole. The wires were never disconnected.  

 

 
 
From Dale Prichard  
 
DYI – How to make your own Gen-turi System - All information written 
here can be found on the Internet 
 
Now you may ask yourselves why, why do I need a Genturi system? Well it began last 
year at the Albuquerque International Balloon Fiesta (AIBF). Susan had organized a 
volunteer rally at AIBF. In all we had 9 RV’s that volunteered and attended the rally. We 
all had a remarkable time with lots of fun. The only downside was the RV’s spaces. They 
were just a little close, and left no room for the diesel fumes to escape correctly.  This 
devise can be used anytime you are stationary, running your generator in tight quarters 
or have your own windows open near the generator exhaust to vent the exhaust above 
the height of your Alfa. 
 
When Dave Volker arrived, he showed us his store bought Genturi. After that Susan 
stated we are going to get one. Well when the Big Show arrived in Quartzsite, Susan 
found they were selling for $110. But alas they ran out quickly and expected no 
restocking. So, she was off to locate a new source. Well next thing you know someone 
sent an email to her with links to a series of DIY’er systems on the internet. Next thing 
you know Dale (me) was in charge of having a DIY’er Genturi build at the Roadrunner 
Spring Pre-Rally.  
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In all we produced 12 units for the AIBF volunteers along with people that just wanted 
to see how it was done. Now, for those of you, who want to understand the why’s and 
where about this project, read on. The next few paragraphs were copied from the DIY’er 
web search I performed using these words: “diy genturi system”.  
 
If you are not familiar with a Gen-turi, then you can safely join the majority of RV’ers 
out on the road today. A Gen-Turi is an exterior RV accessory that connects to your 
generators exhaust system. It is designed to take the exhaust fumes from the bottom of 
your RV and divert them up and over the top of your rig. Without a Gen-Turi the fumes 
tend to wander into neighboring sites or back inside your RV. The whole point of a Gen-
Turi is to provide fresher air around your RV and reduce to some extent the noise the 
generator makes. 

 
 
It gets its name from the Venturi Effect (see image above) which is a scientific principle 
based on the relationship between pressure and flow speed. Throw a “Gen” (generator) 
pre fix in the mix given its specific application and all the sudden the name makes sense. 

The design of a Gen-Turi has a somewhat standard design. It consists of sliding a steel 
elbow over the existing generator exhaust pipe which is connected to a larger (3-4”) pipe 
that rises higher than the top of your RV which is typically made of PVC or Aluminum. 
Then the whole unit is connected to the side of the RV using any array of methods to 
support the weight and protect it from the wind or something making contact with it. 

There is no shortage of methods to make, fasten, and store a Gen-Turi. There are really 
2 main ways: make one or buy one. “ 

Ok onto our system, my first system, made in 2013 was a halfhearted attempt. It worked 
well but, it was not me. The big issue was having to cut off the exhaust pipe chrome tip. 
This time I did not want to do that, even though the system purchased on line, 
instructed you to do so.  

So, instead I removed the exhaust pipe from the generator, at the same time replaced 
the exhaust pipe clamp (since it was old). I then used a grinder to remove the 1 inch 
weld, which held the tip to the pipe. Now in grinding, you want to go at a horizontal 
motion instead of straight down.  Grind about 1/8” into the tip.  

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000BUU5XG?ie=UTF8&camp=213733&creative=393185&creativeASIN=B000BUU5XG&linkCode=shr&tag=rvlifenetwork-20
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Venturi_effect
http://www.doityourselfrv.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/genturi-rv-venturi-effect.jpg
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After grinding, using the ball peen hammer and punch, I then removed the tip from the 
exhaust pipe. Once removed it was time for cleanup. Perform cleanup on the outside 
diameter of the exhaust pipe and inside diameter of the tip. This allows easier 
installation and removal of the tip in the future. 
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Once completed you now can reinstall the tip using a self-tapping screw.  

Next it was time to assemble the venturi system. For this you will need a ¼” 90 degree 
EMT elbow. You can purchase this from a hardware store such as Lowe’s, Home Depot 
or electrical supply house. While you are there you will need 3 construction straps, 12 
inches long. For the adapter from elbow to exhaust pipe, you need to go to an O-Reilly’s 
auto-part store and purchase an adapter/connector, part number 54819 Nickson - 
Exhaust Pipe Connector, LINK. 

http://www.oreillyauto.com/site/c/detail/NIC0/548519.oap?ck=Search_548519_-1_-1&keyword=548519
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While you are at the hardware store also purchase one 10 foot section of 3 inch black 
pipe. I also recommend you purchase 3 couplers so you can cut this 10 foot section into 
smaller transportable sections. 

Using the 90 degree elbow, construction straps and a 10 to 12 inch section of the black 
pipe, you can now assemble the 5 pieces together. The remaining black pipe can be cut 
to your desired length for storage.  

 

Once assembled, you can then reinstall the exhaust pipe, verify the tip can be installed 
and removed, then proceed with the installation of the 90 degree adapter to the exhaust 
pipe.  

At this time you can either use a self-tapping screw or IMO do without. Next you will 
need to make a mount to hold the system next to your RV. I do recommend a suction 
cup similar to this one for attaching to the RV driver’s side glass. LINK .  

For a review of the system, please read Bob Gray’s review and see his final product.  

"For the Road Runners that built a Genturi at the rally, I just tested mine. I ran the 
generator under load, both compressors running in the heat pump. I checked 
temperatures on the plastic pipe with a thermocuple, and an IR thermometer, and I 
got good agreement between them. The hottest spot was about 16 inches from the 
bottom of the pipe. It got to 125 F after about 10 minutes, and didn't go any higher for 
the hour I ran the generator. BTW The generator exhaust pipe was 200 F. There was a 
very minimal amount of exhaust gas not going up the pipe. I checked what was coming 
out of the top. It was a good flow." Bob Gray  

https://www.harborfreight.com/dual-cup-suction-lifter-46134.html
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I wish to thank Mike Smith (Photographer) for taking the time to assemble the photos 
for this article. AND a BIG thank you for all the men who attended and worked on 
making this project a success and a big thank you to Susan, my wife who kept me in 
liquid refreshments.   

Now I hope this helps you to construct your own DIY Genturi system.  If I can be of 
further assistance, you know the email and phone number. 

In-case you are wondering the cost of the project:  

 Connector - $3 

 Straps - $1 ea. 

 Elbow - $11 

 PVC and coupling $20. 
In all depending on how you are going to mount it to your Rv. Everything can be made 
for $50 or less.  

 

 
Roadrunner Fall Rally: Albuquerque International Balloon Fiesta (AIBF) - 

Volunteer Rally, Oct. 4 - Oct. 15, 2017     http://www.balloonfiesta.com     

We currently have 22 spaces reserved and have only a couple of openings left before 

starting a wait list for this wonderful event.  At least one person from a rig (or both) 

should be willing to volunteer as a Navigator for the AIBF. If you are unsure about 

volunteering as a Navigator, you can go to 

http://balloonfiesta.com/operations/volunteering and click on the “Complete 

Application” button and then scroll through the application to see what areas are 

available to volunteers and a little more about the commitment involved.  Don’t worry, 

you can back out of the application without completing it.  More info about the festival 

in general is available at http://www.balloonfiesta.com/event-info/event-schedule. 

We will be dry camping at the Fiesta Grounds.  If you have an interest in joining us, 

please contact me as soon as possible at 480-495-4645 or 

rvgrandma01@gmail.com.  Susan Prichard, Wagon Master  

 

NEWS FROM OUR FELLOW ROADRUNNERS  

From Frank and Deanna Jones 

Howdy, 

We spent much of winter in FL & our last month we stayed in southern Alabama at Lake 

Osprey Resort in Elbert, AL. It is a nice resort & about 30+ minutes from Orange Beach 

which is nice beach town. Lake Osprey is out in country & is developing. They are 

hoping to sell lots & some people are having a small building next to it. Currently lots 

http://www.balloonfiesta.com/
http://balloonfiesta.com/operations/volunteering
http://www.balloonfiesta.com/event-info/event-schedule
tel:%28480%29%20495-4645
mailto:rvgrandma01@gmail.com
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are concrete pads with FHU. Even though they say RVs have to be 15 yrs. or newer they 

are allowing older ones if in good condition. This may change as they sell more lots. 

They have pickleball courts & small lakes/ponds so you can pull in & face the 

lakes/ponds. Fishing is allowed on one lake. The clubhouse is very upscale & contains 

great exercise equipment area. You can face pool on large patio. Pool is pretty but not 

really user friendly for activities like water exercises & volleyball which is a shame. There 

are some activities but not as many as other established parks.  

We found Florida high priced & you need reservations months ahead. We are used to 

moving around so we spent far too much energy finding places to stay. FL tended to 

have a cool winter. Another negative is we like state parks & it is difficult to get into 

these. Residents get to make reservations first so make reservations as soon as it opens 

to non-residents. Humidity didn’t bother me this year but we had many days that were 

in 60s & low 70s & cloudy. We battled with weather issues along the coast with 

hurricane Mathew so we had to move inland part of the time.  

We enjoyed seeing Washington DC & learned all about the subway system. We had to 

camp 16miles to the nearest subway station so it took about 1 hr. one way but we 

enjoyed using the subway. Living in MO all our life we are subway challenged. Subways 

were very clean & safe. We took advice to go between rush hours so we got there about 

9AM & tried to leave by 3-4PM but it shortened our day. Deanna’s lack of energy also 

limited sight-seeing some since there is so much walking on The Mall.    

I call this our History year starting in Washington DC. We had friends entertain us in 

Fredericksburg which was involved both the Revolutionary & Civil War. We also spent 

time in Wilmington, NC, Charleston, SC, and  Savannah, GA along the coast. Enjoyed 

the first two the best & people don’t talk about it as much as Savannah. Charleston was 

recovering from Hurricane Mathew & now I am afraid they are having some flooding 

downtown. Hopefully all the wonderful historic houses & businesses were saved.  

We are spending the summer season in Kansas City, MO area to visit family & help with 

home repairs for daughter. We are busy getting our health check-ups done. Deanna is 

battling elevated blood sugars & will have cataract surgery in May.   

We are also looking for a house. We have been full-timing for 15 years. Deanna is ready 

to settle down & maybe become a snowbird for 2-3 months only. Quite a task since 

prices have gone up in past 3 years and Frank would like to be out in the country with 

some land but Deanna wants to live closer to a community with a big lot.   

Issues this year:  our refrigerator broke & was only 4 years old. Due to scheduling & the 

wrong part shipped, we had to limp along with a college size refrigerator & thank 

goodness our outside freezer for 5 wks. We got it fixed in Tampa area. The AC heat 

pump worked but making a noise & not running right. So we took it to our HVAC in KC 

who has worked on it before. He is very familiar with Alfa’s heat pump. One compressor 

was changed out last year in AZ & the other one this year in MO. Our Good Sam’s 

Warranty has sure paid for itself. Hopefully, nothing else will break for a while.   
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Next year we will likely head back to SW which we like better than the East. Frank may 

come out earlier in fall & I will join him in January. I don’t want to miss another 

Christmas with the family. So hopefully we will see our Roadrunner friends in January 

at Quartzsite. If any of you come near KC this summer let us know & maybe we can get 

together for a visit. 816-519-8191.  

From Bob and Denise Gray  

Bob and I continued our trip across the Florida panhandle visiting family. We celebrated 

Mardi Gras in Gulfport LA, before continuing to New Orleans.  We visited the city and 

met up with long-time friends. From there we continued our trek west through 

Mississippi. In Texas we had to replace the fuel pump after it clogged up, and we limped 

into El Paso. We continued west and had overheating issues just prior to Tucson, so two 

days after being in Freightliner in El Paso, we limped into the Freightliner in Tucson. 

The Tucson Freightliner decided that they could not find anything wrong! We attended 

the Pre-Rally and the AOC rally, then drove north to Sun City. We started our summer 

travels after a week of doctor’s visits. While traveling north on I-17 towards Flagstaff we 

had more overheating issues. So much for the Freightliner in Tucson not finding any 

problem! We spent 3 nights in Flagstaff while the Alfa was being repaired. The problem 

turned out to be a hose for the Charge Air Cooler had ruptured! They had to obtain parts 

and we ended up spending one miserable night in a motel! After the repair we continued 

east as fast as we could, trying to stay ahead of a late major winter storm. We settled in 

for two nights at San Felipe Casino to wait out the rain, sleet, snow and winds. Our 

travels are taking us east this year again, so we hope to see some of you on the road!   

From Jeff and Linda Venable 

New Roadrunner members Jeff and Linda Venable had an awesome adventure over the 

summer of 2014, when they crossed the country, coast to coast, to raise money and 

awareness for their non-profit Support for Firefighters (SFF). Jeff, an accomplished 

marathon and ultra marathon runner, ran from the Oregon coast to New York City, with 

Linda taking care of all the little details. The event has been dubbed "Running for the 

Hoses".  It started on May 26, 2014. Here is a bit of background for the run. 

After retiring in 2013 and building their dream retirement home, the Venable's founded 

a 501 (c)3 non-profit, Support For Firefighters, Inc. After several of Linda's prior co-

workers lost their lives while doing their job, the Venable's wanted to find a way to give 

back to the firefighter community. Raising money for firefighters through their non-

profit made sense. There are 3 areas where the funds are used. First, support for families 

of fallen firefighters, as there are sometimes gaps due to many different issues. The 

second is for safety equipment for volunteer firefighters. They volunteer! And still have 

need of necessary safety gear, which they buy themselves, or their organization holds 

fund raisers. Did you know that almost 75% of the firefighters in the nation are 

volunteers? And the third and final area is in medical research for better ways to heal 

burn injuries. Since there were so many avenues, what they did was make those 3 

tel:%28816%29%20519-8191
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groups beneficiaries of their non-profit. They are called Fallen Firefighter Foundation, 

The Thin Red Line, and Sons of the Flag, respectively. 

They looked for the appropriate used RV, thinking a small Class C was going to work 

best. While cruising through the Ft. Worth RV Show, they stumbled across a 27’ Forest 

River Forester Class C, with an outdoor kitchen! As Jeff loves to grill, this seemed the 

perfect fit. However, it was new…. They bought it anyway. This little RV was a perfect fit 

for the run across the continent. While Jeff ran, averaging 37 miles a day, Linda did all 

the other stuff… logistics items such as laundry, groceries, fresh water, and dumping the 

not so fresh water. There was also the issue of finding a place to park for the night. This 

was a big job, and Linda thinks Jeff had it pretty easy. This little RV got them back home 

to Texas, where they moved back into the retirement home, and sold the RV.  

It took about a year, but soon they both realized that they loved the RV lifestyle, and 

wanted to consider doing it full time. Once the decision was made, they went about 

making it happen. While visiting family in Phoenix, Jeff and Linda went RV hunting on 

Black Friday. The dealership they first stopped at had a 2005 Alfa See Ya on the lot. 

Having only seen the “See Ya” going down the road now and then, they really didn’t 

know what that was all about. Once inside, they both sat down, looked at each other, 

and said “this feels like home!”.  That is the rig they now call home, 05 Alfa See Ya 

#2540. 

If you wish to support them, please visit their Facebook page ( 

https://www.facebook.com/supportforfirefighters/  ) and make a donation. While there, 

you will find links to the daily blog ( http://iwannatravelfirstclass.blogspot.com/  ), 

complete with photos, and a "Mailbox of the Day". 
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From John Kurz 

John Kurz visited M.C.Millers to have a few things tweaked after having his 2006 Alfa 

See Ya re-skinned and repainted last fall.  PJ, Megan and staff have been working 

diligently to address all my concerns.  They have been wonderful even though 

sometimes it is hard to get a hold of them.    I expect to be leaving on Friday and rushing 

home to Pennsylvania.  On May 8th, I will be closing on a condo in Santa Fe which I will 

use as my home in the southwest.  I'm definitely looking forward to spending more time 

in this beautiful part of the country.     

From Jack and Linda Grisham 

Jack and Linda Grisham left the Rally early heading to Moab, Utah.  We had never been 

to any of the Utah National Parks so we couldn’t miss this opportunity when we were so 

close, well closer than Oklahoma. 

Arches was amazing as I am sure all who have been there will agree.  We stayed at the 

Spanish Trails RV Park outside of town, and it was very nice.  So glad we had 

reservations, as this was the dates for the Jeep Safaris.  It was for extreme jeeping, the 

really customized ones that could go ANYWHERE.  We felt we were the only ones in all 

of Moab with a “regular vehicle”.  We were told it was the Sturgis of jeeps, and we 
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believed it.  The day we visited Arches we walked/hiked 9.8 miles (Jack always keeps his 

tracker on).  It was so beautiful we didn’t even realized how far we had gone—but we 

certainly did that night and next day!  We also spent a full day at Canyonlands—very 

different but equally beautiful.  We had obligations at home, so didn’t get to go to Zion 

and Bryce.  Maybe next year after the rally. 

We have a Scandinavian cruise coming up the last of May—the whole family is going, 

including all the grandchildren—getting very hard to do as the grow up.  Then some 

minor surgery in June and then by July hope to be back in the RV again.   

We are currently finishing the application process for the Balloon Fiesta.  We are excited 

about that; it looks fun and we will get to see many of you again.  Happy and Safe travel. 

From Susan and Dale Prichard 

Puerto Penasco 2017 (Rocky Point) Mexico   

We have often heard from our Alfa friends that they " would love to go to Mexico, but is 

it safe?  Next time we go, could they go with us?"  So mid-Feb we met up with 7 other 

rigs and caravanned to Rocky Point for a month.  We all met in Gila Bend, AZ and 

overnighted at the Elks there for a small donation.  Early the next day we headed out 

with instructions to not loose site of the rig behind you and follow the rig in front of 

you.  Well about a mile down the road that  fell apart as about 5 rigs followed each other 

straight missing our 3rd turn....We radioed ahead to the lead to keep going slowly and as 

tail gunners we pulled over and waited for all units to pass us and forge ahead.  Radios 

were disbursed among the units so we did have some communications as we moved 

along.  We stopped this side of the border for a break and then spent about an hour 

getting everyone back into the line of traffic crossing the border.  Once everyone was 

across we again took off for the remaining 60 miles or so to reach our 

destination.  About 20 miles from Rocky Point we encountered severe winds and 

sandstorm.  We observed several rigs with awnings flapping in the breeze and again 

made a stop with those rigs to secure awnings before preceding down the road.  The next 

two days were very windy and rainy but didn't stop us from enjoying the company of our 

companions at The Wreck (bar/restaurant) on the same property as The Reef (our home 

for the next month).  A good time was had by all.  During the course of that time we 

enjoyed many sunsets on the beach, made new friends among our group of travelers and 

strengthened existing friendships.  We caravanned on several excursions including 

visiting a volcanic preserve and whale watching.  We had a coconut shrimp fry/potluck 

for about 20, yummy!  Ate out at El Capitan and several local establishments.  We 

shopped at Sam's, Super Ley and the Bodega (a small version of Walmart).  We had 

many services performed with great results including carpet/ceiling/furniture steam 

cleaning, upholstery work, body work and touch up painting, cabinetry and custom 

stained glass.  We all enjoyed the freshness of the produce, fruit and seafood.   We used 

a combination of US dollars and Pesos, although it was not necessary to have both.  We 

celebrated birthdays and anniversaries and sang karaoke (not very well) with neighbors 

on the beach.  The weather improved and by the first of March we enjoyed watching the 
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beach full of Spring Break families.  Kayaking was good and we occasionally observed 

pods of dolphins just offshore in front of us.  In all there were 12 rigs that were with us 

over the course of the month.  Some for a week or two, others the entire time.  We never 

felt unsafe and I can sum up our experience as "I just don't know how folks of our age 

can have so much fun for so long with such good friends."  I will treasure this experience 

and the memories forever and look forward to doing it again - booked again in Oct 2017 

and again March of 2018 as have several others who were there with us.   Susan 

Prichard, 2008 Alfa Gold, #4695  

Marty and Larry Finton   

Hello from Marty and Larry Finton.    We are excited to be new members.  At the rally 

we were told we needed a new Pathmaker.  We were told they are not made anymore 

like the one we have.  Then Leisure Works sent me one that will not work.  Two of the 

wires have nowhere to go so we would lose our battery information on the panel over 

our door.  We have a 2006 Alfa See Ya.  My handy neighbor went on line and found 4 

locations to order the original Pathfinder still in stock.  I sent back the one to Leisure 

and ordered a duplicate one.  Hope this helps someone in the future. 

Marvin and Marian Greer  

We left home on September 16, 2016 for an extended trip for the winter after being 

delayed a couple of times due to medical items for the both of us.  The first morning out 

when we tried to pull in the large slide, we could not get it to budge………….so we had to 

wait until that afternoon for a mobile service to come from Colorado Springs………..yes, 

Colorado Springs to manually bring the slide into the tune of $500.00 including a 

discount if we paid half in cash and half by check.  At this time, we felt that we needed to 

consult with God concerning making this trip and decided to leap forward since we were 

certain at this point, our luck would change.  Well we attended our National S.M.A.R.T. 

Rally in Iowa while a motor was being shipped to us from CA and guess what………you 

guessed it……..they sent the wrong motor.  We had no other stop that we would be there 

long enough to get it replaced until LA for the appointment with Dick to replace our RF 

with a residential one that we had already had shipped there.  Well, we had the motor 

shipped there as well and I’m telling you that after being in the coach for a month 

without the slide, it was almost divorce time.  Every time that Marian started to prepare 

food or wash dishes, Marvin had to go to the opposite end of the coach!!!!   We did 

survive it and made it to our 55th anniversary in April!! 

On the way to LA from Amana, IA, we stopped to tour the Harry Truman Library & 

Museum (one more off our bucket list) and visited Marvin’s sister in Rogers, AR.  We 

took Lois, the Coast Guard Lady/former Spur out to lunch as usual—she is known 

nationally for her letters and cards to all of the CG troops.  And then, we headed to NC 

for Marian’s Family Reunion (we thought)….well,  God had other plans for us and after 

leaving Loretta Lynn’s Ranch RV Camp, had to stay in TN to wait for Hurricane 

Matthew to calm down and then the floods came and we couldn’t get the coach into NC!  

We made good use of our “lost” time by going to Overlook Mountain, touring Minnie 
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Pearls’ Museum, Chattanooga Choo Choo and visiting some friends from the our 2014 

Maritime trip. My family had to cancel the reunion, but we finally did get into NC and as 

we were arriving in Elizabeth City to park at the CC FAM Camp, we had really bumping 

sounds.  Well, we had to have 2 new front tires, which was a surprise since they weren’t 

that old (we did drive with them on our Maritime trip).   We did get to spend a couple of 

days with the sisters prior to heading to get RF installed and the motor replaced (yes, 

they did ship the correct motor this time)!! 

While the coach was in the shop, we went to the Coke Biedenharn Museum & Gardens 

and the Chennault Aviation Military Museum where we found a display of our dear 

Coast Guard Lady, Lois Bouton.  We told them that we know her personally and they 

want some additional items (which we did just take photos of her and so many items in 

her home that is like a museum this week when returning to visit Marvin’s sister in 

Rogers, AR). 

Now, we can live comfortably in the coach we make our usual stop in New Orleans and 

found a new great place to park at the NAS JRB New Orleans FAM Camp.  We dined at 

The Three Sisters Buffet again and pigged out on beignets at the Café Monet in Jackson 

Square, as well as, toured the amazing World War II Museum.  Now on to the 100th year 

celebration for the Coast Guard Aviation in Mobile, AL where we enjoyed all the 

festivities including ceremonies, banquets, touring the National Naval Aviation Museum 

(Pensacola), Mobile CG Air Station for the 50thyear celebration & AL Battleship Park 

Museum , and of course enjoyed visiting with all of our CG friends!  And, one more set 

back………Marvin was late for the golf tournament because our battery died in the car, 

which really made us wonder if we should have not made this trip!   But, we still forged 

forward because we don’t give up easily. 

We headed to Pensacola, FL for a few days to relax and get our meds at the naval 

pharmacy for the trip.  To our surprise, the Blue Angels were doing their practice flights 

at the museum for the Veterans Day performance…what a treat, since we had not seen 

them for several years!  Next we continued to Milton, FL where we enjoyed a new Fam 

Camp at Clear Creek NAS, which is really nice!  We then headed to Tallahassee where 

we parked at the Elks Club and toured several museums, etc. since we had to extend our 

stay due to my brother-in-law suddenly being admitted to the hospital and did past two 

days before Thanksgiving and to our sorrow, we could not make it back to NC in time 

due to with family having come in for the holiday, they rushed the funeral to 

Thanksgiving morning. Thank the Lord, we spent an afternoon with him and my sister 

during our brief stop in NC…..he was the best brother that Marian never had!  Marvin 

and he were very similar and enjoyed doing things together, therefore, we enjoyed our 

time with them.  We stopped to visit a CG friend in Lacanta, FL that we were stationed 

with in AK and spent Thanksgiving Day with him and his daughters (she was preschool 

age when we last saw her in 1966) family, which was a great day! 

Time to move down the coast and make our stop in Tampa at the MacDill AFB FAM 

Camp (one of our favorites).  We went to Sun City Center to visit some friends from the 
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S.M.A.R.T. Maritime caravan in 2014 and had a great day.  And Marvin had to make an 

emergency doctor appointment with everything being okay for now. 

We finally made our stop to our designation for the holidays on 12/19 at the NAS FAM 

Camp in Key West.  And………it was hot and we had to dry camp, not a good thing for 

Marian and her asthma!  We picked up our daughter, Maureen, from the airport on the 

20th and our son, Marv, Jr. and daughter-in-law, Ann arrived on the 21st.  Well we ate 

out over most of the Christmas Holiday because it was just too hot to cook or even grille 

at the coach, which was not too bad since there are so many great restaurants in Key 

West……..and quite expensive as well!  One of the most unusual was the Better Than Sex 

Dessert restaurant, which we finally gave in a couple of evenings prior to leaving Key 

West and I can tell you the ones that we selected were to die for and we really did enjoy 

the evening!  We had a lovely family holiday taking in plays, shows, music, galleries, 

museums, (all were good, but think that the Custom House had the most history and 

displays), etc. and even rented a boat for a day and the kids got to snorkel off shore! We 

got to spend Marv’s birthday with him on the 27th and they headed out on the 28th to 

explore more of FL before returning to Incline Village, NV.  Maureen stayed until the 

4th, therefore; we got to visit with her for a few more days, which was really great.  We 

finally got to move into a site with hook ups for 14 days on the 6th…..yeah!  This was 

really nice until 2 days prior to leaving, Marian woke up with a bang…….we had been hit 

in the front of our coach by a coach pulling into the site in front of us.  It sounded like a 

bomb had gone off and the coach was “rocking & rolling”.  Marvin was reading in the 

front of the coach and couldn’t figure out what was happening at first.  The passenger 

mirror was clipped and pushed into the windshield and front of the coach.  Well, we had 

to move back to the ___dry camping until we could get things sorted out with the 

security, get the report, find someone for repairs, etc.  But to our horror, there was not 

anyone south of Miami to do the repairs.  We finally got an appointment and the 

windshield & parts had arrived so that could leave on 2/6 and we had to drive with the 

scattered windshield (Marvin taped it in and outside) to Miami.  What a nerve whacking 

drive!  And, we had to stay in a “not so great” hotel! 

Finally on the 10th we got to head down the coast to visit some more CG friend in Port St 

Lucie, Punta Gorde, Brandon, Melbourne (we got to watch a rocket launch here!), where 

we toured museums, etc., as well.  We stopped at the Ringling Circus Museum, Art 

Galleries & Mansion, which was delightful!  Now, it is time to visit some cousins that 

Marian had not seen since they were teenagers……so on to Orlando and then Jackson, 

GA.  Then we visited some really good friends in Rome, GA where he is a professor and 

she a librarian at Berry College and we got stuck in their RV “Field” on campus and had 

to have a wrecker pull us out! 

To celebrate our 55th anniversary, we decided to go someplace we had never been and 

headed to Charleston, SC where we took a Harbor Dining Cruise, as well as, touring the 

Yorktown Carrier with the Medal of Honor Museum at Patriot Park, Sullivan Island, 

Boone Hall Plantation and a bus tour of the city.  Of course, we had to go to the famous 

City Market!  It was a great weekend. 
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Now on to Gaffney, SC for our annual visit with Freightliner and of course they found 

some repairs since the coach is 11 years and almost 95,000 miles.  But the worse thing 

was that it was on Thursday and they were not working on the next day, which was Good 

Friday, therefore; we were stuck there over the weekend………needless to say, we did not 

make it to NC to spend Easter with Marian’s sisters as planned!  We arrived in NC on 

the 20th and had a great 10 days with Marian’s Family since they planned to  reschedule 

the family reunion on the 30th due to “Matthew” canceling the previous planned one in 

the fall of 2016.  It was great visiting with everyone from, PA, FL, GA, etc. esp. since it 

may be the last one that we get to attend.  While there, we got to attend the local Grand 

Ole Oprah that Marian’s brother-in-law started in 1984 to raise money for cancer and 

now, nephew was forced to finish organizing the Christmas Hee Haw show after losing 

his father and did an outstanding job with the spring show, as well.  We also attended 

The Military Tattoo in Norfolk, VA with the Seniors (including Marian’s sisters) from 

Edenton, NC.  After leaving NC, we drove up to Williamsburg for a couple of days since 

we always enjoy our visits there. 

Next stop was something Marian had wanted to do for years…..we stopped in Mount 

Airy, NC and stayed at the Mayberry Campground.  We took the tour of Mount Airy in 

the old police cruiser from the set of Andy Griffith and also went to the museum and 

playhouse from his youth.  We stopped in Nashville to tour the Andrew Jackson 

Museum and Mansion, Johnny Cash Museum, Patsy Cline Museum and Willie Nelson 

Museum & General Store………some more items to cross off our bucket list.  

We are in Rogers, AR again on our way home visiting Marvin’s sister and plan to go to 

Bentonville tomorrow to have dinner with one of my fellow Realtors in CO prior to her 

relocating last year to live with her daughter here.  When we leave here Sunday, we plan 

to go to Dallas to tour the George W. Bush Library & Museum (yes the bucket list) and 

visit a good friend, and then to San Antonio area to visit more CG friends, and last stop 

will be Flagstaff, AZ to visit our daughter, Maureen.  Marvin will give her some help with 

her “TO DO List” on her 5th Wheel.  She was expecting us for Mother’s Day, but we got 

behind with family needs!  We expect to be home by the end of the month if all goes 

well! 

It has been an interesting trip with a lot of challenges and we are looking forward to 

returning home soon.  This is the longest trip (almost 9 mos.) we have taken in our 

ALFA SEEYA!!  Our trip to AK was only 6 mos.!  Looking forward to seeing ya down the 

road, Marvin and Marian Grier  

2018- QUARTZSITE  

Wagon Masters (Dwight and Sharon Tisdale and Assistant Wagon Masters (Dale and 

Susan Prichard) have stepped forward to organize the 2018 Quartszite rally. They have 

set dates of January 19 thru January 28, 2018. Put these dates on your calendars. More 

information on the details will be posted in the future. Hope to see you there.  
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GET-TOGETHERS (All groups closed down for the summer!) 

Mesa AZ MOAB (Mesa Owners Alfa Breakfast) 

Breakfast starts at 8:30 am at the Golden Corral, 1868 N. Power Rd,, Mesa, AZ – 

85205.  Their phone number is: 480-985-6793. Call John: 612-965-5762  or Email: 

johntsr641@gmail.com 

Phoenix Westside Alfa Group 

The third Wednesday of each month all year, 8:30 AM at Trivoli Gardens. Located at 

12535 W Bell Rd, Surprise, AZ 85374. Contact Linda Rees 623-236-4061. Or 

lindar@outdrs.net 

Yuma, AZ  

The Yuma Alfa Owners Breakfast is the second Monday of the month, November 

through April.  All Alfa owners, past owners, and want-to-be’s are invited.  It’s a great 

time to meet and greet, catch up on the goings on, and discuss the care and feeding of 

Alfa MH’s and Fifth-wheels.   

The Yuma Alfa breakfasts are held at the Copper Miner Restaurant (formerly Mi Fajita 

Restaurant), 11375 Foothills Blvd., Yuma, AZ.  (The restaurant is under new ownership 

and management.  They offer the breakfast special that a lot of folks like.)   

If you’re in the area we hope you’ll join us for the breakfast.  If you have questions or 

need directions please give us a call.  And please pass the word.  

Mel and Judi Kirkland 

‘03 SeeYa 40’, towing ‘15 Caddy SRX    928-342-7374 

 

The deadline for the next newsletter is Aug. 5th!  
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